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Sardar Kaurey Khan Public Higher Secondary School Muzaffargarh
Smart Syllabus for the Session of 2020-2021
Subject
English

Urdu
Math
Science
Islamiyat
Computer
Social
Studies
(oral)

Class: One

Details
English A: - Unit 2: “The lucky leaf” Dic. Words: - bangle, count, blow, spin, in front of,
above, lucky, laugh, golden. Exercise. A (1, 3), D (1, 2).
Unit 3: - At the farm Dic. Words: - fields, visiting, horse, kitten, tractor, farmer, grass,
lamb, slowly. Exercise: - A (1, 2), B (1,2), C (1), D (1,2,3)
Unit 3: Up and down (poem) Dic.Words: down, skip, jump, fall, bottom. Exercise: B
(1).
Unit 7: - Glow worms (poem) Dic. Words: dozens, scare, sight, glow, worms. Exercise:
B (3).
Unit 8: Moiz likes Reading Dic. Words: quiet, large, pictures, minutes, alone, clock,
telephone, voice, library, senior. Exercise: A (1), B (1), C (1), D (1,2).
English B: - Essays: My Book, My School. Grammar: What is noun? Give examples.
Grammar Tree: Pgs. 5,18,20,33,44,45,46,47,52,53. Translation (Translate into English)
75، 74، 73 ،72 ،71 ،63،64،65،66،67،68،69،70:
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77، 76،
Tables: 6,7,8,9 (oral)
Book’s Pgs.: 6,7,11,12,18,23,40,41, 45, 51, 67,70, 71, 73, 76, 78, 79, 80, 84,87,154.
Part 1: Ourselves Complete | Part 2: Chapter 4 Plants | Part 4: Chapter 7 Movement |
All Q/A of respective chapters.
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Chapter 1, 2, 4 (complete exercise)
Q1. What do you want to be when you grow up?
Ans: When I grow up, I want to be _____________.
Q2. How do you help your parents at home?
Ans: I help my parents at home in laying table and sweeping the floor.
Q3. Can you think of some rules that keep us safe?
Ans: We should not play with matches and cross the road in a safe place.
Q4. What things are found in the garden?
Ans: There are lots of colorful flowers, birds, bees, insects and tall trees.
Q5. What are some important places near your school?
Ans: Following important places are near my school.
D.C.O. Office, District Jail, D.P.O. Office, District Council, Fayyaz Park.
Q6. How old are you?
Ans: I am ______ years old.
Q7. What clothes do you wear in summer and winter?
Ans: We wear light clothes in summer and warm clothes in winter.
Q8. Where do you keep your toys and books?
Ans: I keep my toys and books in their proper place.
Q9. What material is the walls of your classroom made of?
Ans: These are made of bricks, sand and cement.
Q10. What things do you learn at school?
Ans: At school I learn sums, reading, writing, drawing and games.
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